Perspectives on Outdoor Lighting Survey
Summary of Responses (through January 26, 2021)
Total Responses- 274

1. I am a (check all that apply):
o
o
o

86.5% (237) - Owner of residential properties
32.48% (89) - Resident
Very few commercial business respondents (less than 5% were business
owner and less than 2% owner of commercial property)

2. What are your general perspectives about lighting, both outdoor lighting and
lighting for signs? (Select all that apply)
o

o

o
o

78.10% (214) - There should be sufficient lighting for safety or to identify
locations, but not too much to cause glare or other issues that affects
neighboring properties.
28.21% (77) - Whether there is too much lighting or not enough lighting
depends on the location; more lighting is appropriate in some locations,
but not others.
22.34% (61) - Less lighting is better.
Other (summary of representative responses):








Appropriate lighting for bike path during times when days are short.
Outdoor lighting should be on timers.
Lights should be shielded to protect the night sky.
Residential lighting should be limited since the beach is so saturated.
Lighting is needed for safety purposes at certain intersections but
need to address glare for that lighting to prevent glare into residential
areas.
Dark night sky compliant regs to reduce environmental impacts and
carbon footprint.

3. Are there existing examples of outdoor lighting or lighted signs in the Town that
you consider to be good or preferred? If so, please share those specific
examples. (Total of 60 responses; the following is a summary of representative
responses)
o
o
o
o
o
o
o
o

Dark Sky products recommended
Not sure
Only light the sign not the neighborhood
Nothing neon or LED
Signs around the village- low to the ground with minimal landscape lights
that provide enough lighting to read sign
Tortugas
St. Andrew’s by the Sea
First Colony Inn
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o
o
o
o
o
o
o
o
o

Town of Nags Head
Animal Hospital of Nags Head
Owens
Dowdy Park
Islander Motel
Shoppes at 10.5
Tale of a Whale
Basnight’s
Stan White

4. Are there existing examples of outdoor lighting or lighted signs in the Town that
you consider to be bad or less desirable? If so, please share those specific
examples. (Total of 100 responses. The following is a summary of representative
responses, however, specific businesses and properties have been excluded)
o
o

o
o
o
o
o
o
o
o
o
o
o

Lighted signs that stay on all night
It’s nice to have reduced lighting in the winter when less facilities are
open. It’s also important to reduce lighting along the beaches for sea
turtles in the summertime.
There are sections of Hwy 158 that do not have adequate lighting for
safety
Not enough light at the entrance of the Village of Nags Head.
Less lighting along 158/12
Portions of Hwy 12 do not have adequate lighting for safety to see
pedestrians walking at night
Lighting along the highway and in neighborhoods
Lights in parking lots of beach accesses
Residences with spotlights on all night
Neon lights
Spotlights
Neighbors lights shine in my yard/windows
Town Hall Circle Lights

5. What are your perspectives about regulations for outdoor lighting and lighted
signs? (select all that apply)
o
o
o

55.86% (143) - Lighting regulations should apply to both residential and
commercial properties.
23.83% (61) - Existing Town regulations are not sufficient and should be
changed and/or improved.
21.88% (56) - Existing Town regulations are sufficient, and no changes are
needed.
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o
o
o

8.98% (23) - Lighting regulations should apply to commercial properties
only.
1.95% (6) - Existing Town regulations are too restrictive
Other (summary of representative responses):

















The effects on adjacent properties from both residential and
commercial properties should be addressed. A neighbor’s light should
no more be allowed to spill over onto adjacent property anymore
that their flood waters can be channeled onto them.
We need sensible lighting in high traffic area and lighting of
commercial signs that do not interfere with safe driving
I think attention to lighting from homes and businesses that shine on
the beach is needed to cut down on lighting as it effects sea turtle
nesting in the summer and fall.
I’m just not that familiar with the current regulations.
A summary of existing Town regulations on lighting would be helpful - I
would guess that very few town residents and/or property owners are
familiar with the current lighting regulations, so the question is very
likely to produce inaccurate answers or respondents will simply skip
the question. If you're going to do a survey on lighting give the
respondents some background on the subject of the survey. Put an
executive summary of the current regulations at the beginning of the
survey so respondents have some information on which to base their
answers. You're then much more likely to get useful responses to the
survey.
The town currently suffers from light pollution that interferes with the
natural beauty and ability to enjoy the night sky. Regulations should
apply to both commercial and residential properties to reduce that
light pollution.
Until recent, I believed that the town regulations on lighting were
sufficient. However, since the addition of the 'Sugar Kingdom" candy
shop, I believe that the regulations need to be reviewed and
improved. It is my opinion that the 'Sugar Kingdom's' frontage and
signage is too bright, large, distracting, and not ascetically pleasing
for drivers on Croatan Highway.
There should be regulations for both residential and commercial
areas/properties but they should be different and serve different
purposes.
Follow Dark Sky Society Guidelines
I’m not sure if any regulations have changed in the past five or so
years, but it seems we have more light pollution now. Myself and
others where surprised that Sugar Kingdom lighting was approved.
Overall the town seems brighter north of whalebone, maybe it’s just
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an increase in the population and businesses not sure. It still glows
more to the north of the town line. Another concern we are seeing
many residential homes having floodlights surrounding their home like
an urban metro area, which to me doesn’t fit our community. The
town has always taken this issue seriously and I appreciate the current
concern over what the citizens think.
LED Lighting can be very bright and annoying/ distracting especially
when flashing or changing. Although long lasting and energy efficient
it appears very commercial and “glitzy “. It should be very regulated
although not prohibited. This is a family oriented beach resort not Las
Vegas. Love NH and the OBX!

6. Do you have any other thoughts that you would like to share about outdoor
lighting or lighted signs? (summary of representative responses)
o
o
o
o
o

o

o
o

o

o

The less lighting, the better. I feel excessive lighting at night disrupts wildlife
and diminishes the ability to see the night sky.
Neon globe street and/or property lights shut be scheduled out within two
years or when replaced.
Smaller, more discreet and nicely light signs would be wonderful and not take
away or obstruct the beauty of the OBX
Why are they left on after a store is closed at night?
Some residential properties have very bright lights that are left on all night.
While the security is understandable, lighting that intrudes on the indoors of
neighbors is too much
Super bright lights in businesses after hours should not be allowed. After 10:00
PM, all lights at businesses, except for minimum security lights, should be
dimmed.
The current regulation regarding lighted signs with messaging (ala OBH) is too
restrictive.
More lighting on the bypass and within the subdivisions throughout Nags
Head. Criminals look for neighborhoods that have no streetlights to break into
residences, so lighting is one preventative measure. Also, pedestrians and
bicyclists are seen better at night with well-lit highways. Using more lighting
helps all!
I have nothing specific but over the years, residential lights on house aimed
out away from the house can be very annoying and really messes with lowlight night vision. Especially the LEDs as replacements. I think house safety or
night lighting should be limited to basically a night-light level of power. But
the hug LED floodlights facing out are very distracting
They should be as dim as possible. Also why does a business to be lit up
outside after hours-overnight. No need for that.
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o

o
o
o

o
o

o

o
o
o

Outdoor lighting/lighted signs should be kept to a minimum to preserve the
dark night sky. A white or yellow light shining on a sign (rather than colored lit
within signage) is sufficient, attractive, and less light polluting.
Let's keep the night sky which is part of our heritage and a reason tourist
come to Nags Head
Technology improves and so should the ordinance
As a general rule, I think the lighting needs to be aimed towards the ground
as opposed to outward. We live in an area that has such beautiful night skies,
that I believe it would be in the Town's (and County's) best interest to minimize
light pollution as best we can. I think that the best way to do this would be
through regulations.
Lights should be installed on all crosswalk signs, that flash when a pedestrian
pushes a button. This could save a life.
Dark sky lighting fixtures are best. Covered, set low, and directed to where
they need to illuminate. They're people and more animal friendly. (House
spotlights are particularly annoying as they merely blind you. Thank you for
soliciting opinion on this matter.
Please encourage renters to turn off outside lights (day or night). We turn our
off when home for the night. Too much light pollution (bad for turtles ocean
side and just wasteful). Some renters turn on all outside lights within five
minutes of arrival then the lights are on all week. I feel that overall the town
lighting is fine. Thanks for this survey!
The solar crosswalk safety lighting is an excellent improvement.
eliminate ocean front lights to avoid disturbing turtles
Thanks for requesting input!
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GUIDELINES FOR GOOD
EXTERIOR LIGHTING PLANS
Prepared by: The Dark Sky Society (http://www.darkskysociety.org/) 2009

These guidelines have been developed in consultation with lighting professionals (with experience in
developing good lighting plans) to aid communities wishing to control light pollution and preserve the night
sky.

Outdoor lighting should be carefully designed with regard to placement,
intensity, timing, duration, and color. Good lighting will:
 Promote Safety
“More light” is not necessarily” better”. If not designed and installed correctly, unsafe glare
can result, reducing the effect of lighting which can contribute to accidents and hinder
visibility. Lighting that is too bright interferes with the eye's ability to adapt to darker areas.

 Save Money
Adhering to professionally recommended light levels provides adequate illumination.
Shielded fixtures with efficient light bulbs are more cost-effective because they use less energy
by directing the light toward the ground. See this website for cost comparisons:
http://www.netacc.net/~poulsen/lightcost.html

 Conserve Natural Resources
Inappropriate or excessive lighting wastes our limited natural resources and pollutes the air and
water by unnecessarily burning our limited supply of fossil fuels.

 Be Better Neighbors
Excessive or misdirected lighting can intrude on the privacy of others when light or glare
trespasses over property lines.

 Retain Community's Character and Reduce Skyglow
Our clear view of the dark starry night sky is a resource to be preserved and protected. Stray
and excessive lighting contributes to "light pollution", clutter, and unnatural "sky glow".

 Protect Ecology of Flora and Fauna
Research studies indicate that artificial night lighting disrupts the migrating, feeding, and
breeding habits of many wildlife species, as well as growth patterns of trees. See references in
The Ecological Consequences of Artificial Night Lighting.

 Reduce Health Risks
Light at night not only disrupts your sleep but also interferes with your circadian rhythms.
Recent research indicates that intrusive lighting may reduce the production of melatonin, a
beneficial hormone, and a resulting raise in the rates of breast and other cancers.
Included: 1.
2.
3.
4.
5.

Diagrams of Acceptable/Unacceptable Lighting Fixtures
How to Develop an Acceptable Lighting Plan
Definitions of Full Cut Off, Shielded, and RLM sign lighting Fixtures
Lighting Plan Submissions
Recommended Illumination Levels for various tasks
1

Full Cutoff and Fully Shielded Fixtures

UNSHIELDED FIXTURES

Diagrams courtesy of Bob Crelin

*****Ask your local electrical suppliers for "full-cut off" or “fully shielded” light
fixtures. Once you have selected fixtures which are compatible with your
architecture and community, contact the manufacturer’s representative to see a
sample of the fixture(s) and to ask for a free lighting plan. If you have a CAD
file, the plan can be easily provided in a short period of time. *****
Most lighting manufacturers have Application Departments which will execute free
lighting plans to meet local lighting codes.
See this website for links to manufacturers:
http://www.darksky.org/mc/page.do?sitePageId=56422&orgId=idsa
Sample of Web retailers:
www.starrynightlights.com and www.greenearthlighting.com
2

How to Develop an Acceptable Lighting Plan
1. Identify where as well as when lighting is needed. Confine and minimize lighting to the
extent necessary to meet safety purposes. Plans should define the areas for which illumination is
planned. Itemizing each area (e.g. parking lot, doorways, walkways, signage, foliage) with the
anticipated hours of use. Commercial outdoor lighting should be used for safe pedestrian passage
and property identification, and lit during active business hours and shut off afterward.
2. Direct light downward by choosing the correct type of light fixtures. (See Appendix 3).
Specify IES (Illuminating Engineering Society) "Full Cut Off" designated or “fully shielded” fixtures,
so that no light is emitted above the lowest light emitting part of the fixture. Top mounted sign
lighting is recommended with "RLM" (dish) type shields, and aimed so that the light falls entirely on
the sign and is positioned so that the light source (bulb) is not visible from any point off the
property or into the roadway to reduce glare. For each one square foot of sign, usually no more
than 200 lumens is necessary for good visibility.
3. Select the correct light source (bulb type). Compact fluorescent (2300K) or High Pressure
Sodium is recommended unless the light is motion sensor activated, in which case incandescent or
the instant start compact fluorescent bulbs can be used. Metal Halide (due to its higher costs, energy
use, impact on the environment, and greater contribution to "sky glow") is discouraged, as well as
light sources rated over 3000 Kelvin; and outdated Mercury Vapor bulbs are prohibited.
4. Utilize "shut off" controls such as sensors, timers, motion detectors, etc. Automatic controls
turn off lights when not needed. All lights should be extinguished no later than one half hour after
the close of business. Additional motion sensor activated lighting can be used for emergency access.
Avoid "dusk-to-dawn" sensors without a middle of the night shut off control. Lights alone will not
serve to "protect" property and are a poor "security" device. Examine other means of protecting
property and to discourage criminal activity. Let your local police know that you have a “lights out”
policy so that they can investigate if they see lights or activity after hours.
5. Limit the height of fixtures. Locate fixtures no closer to the property line than four times the
mounting height of the fixture, and not to exceed the height of adjacent structures. (Exceptions
may be made for larger parking areas, commercial zones adjacent to highways, or for fixtures with
greater cut off shielding behind the pole mount in commercial zones.)
6. Limit light crossing property lines, i.e. “light trespass”. Limit light to spill across the property
lines. Light levels at the property line should not exceed 0.1 footcandles (fc) adjacent to business
properties, and 0.05 fc at residential property boundaries. Utility leased floodlight fixtures mounted
on public utility poles in the public right-of-way should not be used.
7. Use the correct amount of light. Light levels and uniformity ratios should not exceed
recommended values, per IESNA RP-33 or 20. (See Appendix 5, Recommended Illumination Levels
for various tasks.) "Lumen cap" recommendations for areas to be illuminated are as follows:
commercial properties in non-urban commercial zones = 25,000 lumens per acre; for projects in
residential and LBO zones = 10,000 lumens per acre. For residential properties: for suburban:
50,000 lumens per acre cap, and in urban areas: 100,000.
8. Ask for Assistance Your Planning Department and local lighting sales representatives can assist
you in obtaining the necessary information for good lighting. For large projects over 15,000
lumens: greater energy conservation and control of light pollution, light trespass and glare, may be
achieved with the help of a professional lighting designer with "dark sky" lighting plan experience.
9. A post installation inspection should be conducted to check for compliance. Substitutions
by electricians and contractors are common and should not be accepted. Final Approved Site Plans
will not allow additional exterior fixtures or substitutes without reviews.
10. Design interior lighting so that it does not illuminate the outdoors. Provide interior lighting
photometrics for the building’s perimeter areas, demonstrating that the interior lighting falls
substantially within the building and not through the windows. After closing, interior lighting
that extends outdoors needs to be extinguished by the use of shut off timers.
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Definition of Acceptable Fixtures:
"Full Cut Off", "Fully Shielded", and RLM shield.




"Full Cut Off" fixtures are independently certified by the manufacturers, and do not allow
light to be emitted above the fixture and the fixture reduces glare by limiting the light
output to less than 10% at and below 10 degrees below the horizontal.
If the manufacturer is unable to provide the "cut off" characteristics for a fixture (also called
a "luminaire"), the following definition needs to be met, which can usually be determined
by a visual inspection:

"Fully Shielded": a fixture constructed and installed in such a manner that all light emitted by
it, either directly from the lamp (bulb) or a diffusing element, or indirectly by reflection or
refraction from any part of the fixture, is projected below the horizontal. This can be
determined by a "field test" or a visual assessment of an operating sample.





Manufacturers and their representatives can provide photographs of light fixtures as "cut
sheets" as well as literature confirming the independently tested "cut off" characteristics of
their products. These IES files may be assessed for compliance in a computer program:
http://www.3dop.com/index1.html
Photometric layouts for different heights, light sources, and wattages, are also available as
"IES" files, upon request or through manufacturers' websites.
Fixtures must be installed properly, so that the bottom of the fixture is level with the
ground. Exceptions are often given for sign lighting which requires vertical lighting:

"RLM" sign lighting shield:
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Lighting Plan Submissions
The following information needs to be provided to your municipality's review board which will enable them
to evaluate the Site Plan for proper exterior lighting:
The Lighting Plan should be depicted on a site plan, indicating the location of each current and
proposed outdoor lighting fixture with projected hours of use. This plan will need to be stamped and
certified by a licensed professional, such as an architect or engineer. Many lighting manufacturers can
provide free photometric layouts on prepared site plans, to conform to your local requirements.
(1)

The lighting plan should include a KEY to the proposed lighting that provides the following
information:







Type and number of luminaire equipment (fixtures), including the "cut off characteristics",
indicating manufacturer and model number(s).
Lamp source type (bulb type, i.e. high pressure sodium), lumen output, and wattage.
Mounting height with distance noted to the nearest property line for each luminaire.
Types of timing devices used to control the hours set for illumination, as well as the proposed
hours when each fixture will be operated.
Total Lumens for each fixture, and total square footage of areas to be illuminated. For projects
that are in commercial zones, the lumens per net acre to be lit, need not exceed 25,000 lumens.
For projects in residential or LBO zones: 10,000 lumens.
For all plans of more than three fixtures: A Calculation Summary indicating footcandle levels on
the lighting plan, noting the maximum, average and minimum, as well as the uniformity ratio of
maximum to minimum, and average to minimum levels*.

(2)

Lighting manufacturer-supplied specifications ("cut sheets") that include photographs of the
fixtures, indicating the certified "cut off characteristics" of the fixture.

(3)

Footcandle Distribution, plotting the light levels in footcandles on the ground, at the designated
mounting heights for the proposed fixtures. Maximum illuminance levels should be expressed
in footcandle measurements on a grid of the site showing footcandle readings in every five or
ten-foot square. The grid shall include light contributions from all sources (i.e. pole mounted,
wall mounted, sign, and street lights.) Show footcandle renderings five feet beyond the property
lines.*

(4)

If requested by the reviewing agency, a statement from a lighting professional that a plan, other
than that set forth, is needed to meet the intent of these standards.

(5)

An environmental impact statement may be required as to the impact of the exterior lighting
proposed on flora, fauna, and the night sky. Location of species sensitive to light at night or the
proximity to nature preserves or astronomical observatories or "Dark Sky Parks", needs to be
indicated.

(6)

On the Approved Plan it should be noted that no substitutions, additions, or changes may be
made without prior approval by the governing authority.

* This information can be obtained from the manufacturer, your lighting supplier, or the manufacturer's
representative.
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Recommended Illumination Levels for various tasks*
I. Table of Limits of Illumination, measured in footcandles (fc) at ground level unless noted:
Task Area
1. Active Building Entrance
Approach
2. Gas Station Approach
3. Gas Station Pump Area
4. Gas Station Service Area
5. Sidewalks
6. Surface of signs

Avg.
2.0 fc
0.2 fc

0.2 fc

Not to exceed:
5 fc
2
avg: 5
avg. 3
5
2

fc
fc
fc
fc
fc

II. Average/Minimum/Uniformity Ratio Limits for Parking Lots:
I. Public Parking Lots -- not to exceed:
Average
Minimum
0.8
0.2
II. Private Parking Lots -- not to exceed:
Average
Minimum
0.5
0.13

Uniformity Ratio (Max to Min/Avg to Min)
20:1 / 4:1
Uniformity Ratio (Max to Min / Avg to Min)
20:1 / 4:1

OR:
III. If illuminance grid lighting plans cannot be reviewed or if fixtures do not provide photometrics and
bulbs are under 2000 lumens, use these guidelines:
1. Pole shall be no greater in height than four times the distance to the property line.
2. Maximum Lumen Levels for different fixture heights:
Mounting Height (Feet)
6
8
10
12

Recommended Lumen Maximums
500 - 1000 lumens
600 - 1,600 lumens
1,000 - 2,000 lumens
1,600 - 2,400 lumens

FOOTCANDLE: ("FC") – Is the basic unit of illuminance (the amount of light falling on a surface).
Footcandle measurement is taken with a hand held light meter. One footcandle is equivalent to the
illuminance produced on one square foot of surface area by a source of one candle at a distance of one foot.
Horizontal footcandles measure the illumination striking a horizontal plane. Footcandle values can be
measured directly with certain handheld incident light meters.
LUMEN – A unit used to measure the actual amount of light that is produced by a bulb. The lumen
quantifies the amount of light energy produced by a lamp at the lamp, not by the energy input, which is
indicated by the "wattage". For example, a 75-watt incandescent lamp can produce 1000 lumens while a 70watt high-pressure sodium lamp produces 6000 lumens. Lumen output is listed by the manufacturer on the
packaging.
* IES, Recommended Practices, (RP-33-99): Lighting for Exterior Environments; and (RP-20):
Parking Lots. The Illuminating Engineering Society of North America (IES or IESNA), is an organization
that establishes updated standards and illumination guidelines for the lighting industry.
http://www.iesna.org/shop/item-detail.cfm?ID=RP-33-99&storeid=1
http://www.iesna.org/shop/item-detail.cfm?ID=RP-20-98&storeid=1
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Town of Knightdale Lighting Ordinance
Chapter 11.

LIGHTING

11.1 Purpose and Intent
The purpose of this Chapter is to define practical and effective measures by which the
obtrusive aspects of outdoor light usage may be reduced; while preserving safety, security, and
the nighttime use and enjoyment of property. Poorly designed lighting contributes to
excessive light trespass, strong glare and poor color rendering that can adversely impact
adjacent properties, neighboring areas and motorists. These measures are intended to:
 curtail the degradation of the nighttime visual environment;
 reduce light trespass and glare by encouraging lighting practices that direct appropriate
amounts of light where and when it is needed and prohibiting the use of poorly shielded
or inappropriately directed lighting fixtures; and
 reduce energy waste by increasing the use of energy-efficient sources.

11.2 Applicability
A.

The standards of this Chapter are applicable for new development across all zoning
districts, except as described in subsection ‘B’ below. Changes to existing nonconforming lighting are subject to the provisions of Section 13.9.

B.

Exemptions
1.

Outdoor Recreational Lighting: Because of their unique requirements for
nighttime visibility and limited hours of operation, the lighting of active recreation
areas, such as ball fields and tennis courts, are not considered in this Chapter.
However, lighting fixtures for such uses shall be mounted and aimed so that the
illumination falls within the primary playing area and immediate surroundings and
so that no direct light illumination is directed off site. Under all circumstances,
lighting used for active recreational purposes shall be extinguished no later than
11:00 p.m.

2.

Flags: Lighting of the United States of America or State of North Carolina flags
and other non-commercial flags expressing constitutionally protected speech.

3.

Temporary Needs: Circus, fair, carnival or other similar civic/community event
lighting; and construction and emergency lighting; provided said lighting is
temporary and is discontinued immediately upon the end of the event,
completion of construction work or abatement of the emergency necessitating
said lighting.

4.

Underwater: Underwater lighting used for illumination of swimming pools and
fountains.

5.

Gas Lighting: Ornamental gas lights and lanterns.

6.

Holiday Displays: Holiday lighting displays so long as said lighting does not
produce light trespass.

7.

Low-Voltage Landscape Lighting: Low-voltage lighting systems so long as
said lighting is shielded to not produce glare or light trespass.
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11.3 Prohibited Lighting
The following lighting is prohibited unless otherwise expressly permitted by this ordinance:
A.

Flickering, rotating, blinking, flashing lights or lights that change in intensity or color.

B.

Search lights, laser lights or any similar high-intensity lights.

C.

Unshielded accent, building-mounted luminous tubes. Shielded neon, argon, LED,
fluorescent or similar luminous tubes shall not be used as a source of lighting except as
provided for signs in Chapter 12.

D.

Light strings utilizing lamps greater than 15 lumens.

E.

Lighting that could be confused for a traffic control device, or any other fixture or
device operated in such a manner as to constitute a hazard or danger to persons or safe
vehicular operation.

F.

Wall-mounted fixtures (e.g. wall packs) are generally prohibited as they are not intended to
provide general building, parking area or site lighting; but they may be permissible as
accent lighting (Section 11.5C) or security lighting (Section 11.5E2).

11.4 General Outdoor Lighting Standards
Outdoor lighting shall meet the following general standards as well as any additional standards
in Section 11.5 as may apply.

11-2

A.

Plan Required: Any person submitting a site
plan or applying for a building, electrical, or
sign permit to install outdoor lighting fixtures
shall submit a lighting plan (Section 16.8B)
providing evidence that the proposed lighting
work will comply with the standards of this
Chapter.

B.

Fixture Classification: Unless otherwise
expressly permitted, all exterior lighting
fixtures shall either have a fixture cutoff
classification of “Full Cutoff” or be fully
shielded (no light at or above horizontal) as
depicted in the sample graphics to the right.

C.

LED Fixtures: All street and site lighting
utilizing an LED fixture shall:
1.

Color Rendering: Be rated a
minimum Color Rendering Index
(CRI) value of 70 or better.

2.

Color Temperature: Have a ‘white light’ correlated color temperature not
exceeding 4,000 K (degrees Kelvin).
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D.

Pole Placement: All pole-mounted outdoor lighting shall be located outside of utility
easements, designed in coordination with the landscaping plan (Section 16.8A), located
outside of landscaping islands and located as far from large shade trees as the
landscaping plan will allow.

E.

Maximum Pole Height: Unless otherwise restricted, all pole-mounted fixtures shall be
mounted at heights no greater than 37 feet above grade.

F.

Maximum Light Level at Property Line: All outdoor lighting fixtures shall be
designed and located such that the maximum light level shall be 0.5 maintained FC at
any property line unless otherwise permitted by this Chapter or where the required by
the NC Building Code as a component of the minimum requirements for a means of
egress system.

G.

Severe Changes in Elevation: In cases of elevated and non-elevated commercial sites
that adjoin residential property where lighting installation causes offensive light trespass
or glare, the Administrator may require the shielding of fixtures at the time of
installation or at any point thereafter. If the installation of shields does not alleviate the
offense, the Administrator may require additional mitigation measures including, but not
limited to:


Changing the aim;



Re-locating perimeter light fixture(s) to the interior of the site;



Changing the mounting height;



Changing the light distribution pattern; or



Removing the pole and fixture from the site.

11.5 Additional Outdoor Lighting Standards for Specific Lighting Types
In addition to meeting the general lighting standards in Section 11.4, the following types of
lighting shall also meet the additional specific standards listed below.
A.

Street Lighting
Street lighting shall be placed on all streets by the developer to allow for the safe use of
streets by cars, cyclists and pedestrians. Developer placed lighting shall also include all
improved frontages on local and NCDOT streets. Developers requesting upgrades from
the Town’s minimum street light specification of a fiberglass pole with a fully-shielded,
arm-mounted LED fixture shall pay the Town up front the difference in the costs of
maintenance for the desired LED fixture and pole covering a period of 10 years.
Developers interested in pursuing this option should consult with the Administrator
concerning the Town’s “Premium Lighting Policy”. All street lighting shall conform to
the specific standards for LED lighting in subsection ‘B’ as well as the following design
standards:
1.

Average Spacing Maximums: The following maximum average spacing
requirements between street lights shall apply to all local, collector and arterial
street classifications according to the use context of the adjacent land as listed
below, except alleys (Section 17.3A1) which are exempt from said requirements.
a.

Local & Collector Streets:
i.

Residential at less than three (<3) unit per acre - 500 feet

ii.

Residential from three (3.0) to eight (8.0) units per acre - 250 feet
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b.
2.

3.

4.

iii.

Residential over eight (>8.0) units per acre - 150 feet

iv.

All other uses - 300 feet

Arterial Streets: All uses - 150 feet

Minimum Initial Delivered Lumen Levels:
a.

Local Streets - 4,800 lumens

b.

Collector Streets in Residential Areas - 12,500 lumens

c.

Collector Streets in Other Areas - 12,500 lumens

d.

Arterial Streets - 18,500 lumens

BUG Rating: All street lights shall be fully-shielded (no light at or above horizontal)
and shall not exceed the following BUG ratings established for each type of
street:
a.

Local Streets - B1, U1, G1

b.

Collector Streets in Residential Areas - B2, U2, G2

c.

Collector Streets in Other Areas - B3, U3, G3

d.

Arterial Streets - B3, U3, G3

Placement:
a.

Although the primary purpose of street lighting is to provide adequate
lighting for the roadway, street lighting should also promote pedestrian
safety. Therefore, lighting should be placed in a manner to minimize the
casting of shadows on sidewalks.

b.

Lighting shall be placed as far from street trees as the landscaping plan will
allow.

c.

Lights on newly constructed streets shall be alternately staggered on each
side of the street wherever possible.

d.

Lighting shall be placed at all street intersections, in street curves and at the
end of any street or cul-de-sac.

(Note: For additional information on the connectivity and circulation of streets, please refer to Chp. 9)
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B.

C.

D.

Post-Top Pedestrian Lighting: Unless otherwise expressly permitted, decorative posttop fixtures may only be used for the lighting of pedestrian walkways and plazas and
shall also meet the following standards:
1.

Mounting Height: Shall not be mounted at a height greater than 18 feet;

2.

BUG Rating: LED or other BUG-rated fixtures shall not exceed a rating of B3,
U1, G1;

3.

Lumens: Shall not exceed 7,250 initial delivered lumens (LED) or 9,000 source
lumens as may apply; and

4.

Permitted Locations: Shall only be utilized in the following locations:


In commercial and mixed-use area street rights-of-way where sidewalk,
utility and planting strips have been combined (see Sections 17.3A3, 4, 5 &
7), or



Along pedestrian facilities located outside the street right-of-way, or



Along pedestrian facilities located more than 20 feet from any vehicular
accommodation area.

Accent Lighting - Building, Landscaping and Signs: All accent lighting, except for
low-voltage lighting systems (Section 11.2B7) shall meet the following additional
standards:
1.

Lamp Output: Accent lighting should be integrated with the architectural
character of the building, and shall use low-luminosity lamps (2,000 source lumens or
less) unless otherwise justified

2.

Maximum Vertical Illuminance: The illumination on any vertical surface shall
not exceed 0.5 FC maintained, and shall not spill over roof lines or building edges.

3.

Signs: Light fixtures used to illuminate signs shall be mounted on the top of the
sign structure whenever possible.

4.

Residential Post Lights: All residential post top lights shall:
a.

Not exceed eight (8) feet in height; and

b.

Have a translucent lens covering the light source.

Vehicular Accommodation Area and General Site Lighting: General site lighting
and lighting for vehicular accommodation areas shall have an average horizontal
illumination as specified in the tables in Section 11.6 “Lighting Levels”, and shall meet
the following additional standards:
1.

BUG Rating: LED or other BUG-rated fixtures exceeding 7,250 initial delivered
lumens or 9,000 source lumens as may apply, shall not exceed a rating of B3, U0,
G2

2.

Circumstances Requiring Forward Throw: Parking area lighting fixtures
within 25 feet of any pubic street right-of-way or a commercial to
residential/group care facility property line must be a forward throw fixture (type
IV light distribution as defined by IESNA).

KNIGHTDALE, NC UNIFIED DEVELOPMENT ORDINANCE
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E.

Security Lighting
1.

2.

Flood/Spot Lights: Spot lights shall not be used as general site lighting, but may
be permissible for added security provided the following standards are met.
a.

Spot lights shall be aimed so that the main beam from the light source is
not visible from a neighboring property.

b.

Spot lights shall be installed such that the fixture shall be aimed down at
least 45 degrees from horizontal.

c.

Fixtures shall use low luminosity lamps (2,000 source lumens or lower).

d.

Shields shall be added as needed for conformity to this Section.

Wall-Mounted Lights: Wall-mounted fixtures are not intended to provide
general building or site lighting, but may be used at building entrances for added
security. Wall-mounted fixtures shall:


3.

F.

Dawn to Dusk Security Lights:
a.

Each lamp shall not exceed 7,250 initial delivered lumens (LED) or 9,000
source lumens as may apply.

b.

Each lamp shall be mounted at heights no greater than 27 feet above grade.

Vehicular Canopies and Gas Station/Convenience Store Aprons: Areas under a
vehicular canopy and the approach to the canopy shall have an average horizontal
illumination as specified in the table in Section 11.6B “Other Outdoor Areas”, and .
shall meet the following additional standards:
1.

2.

11-6

Use low luminosity lamps (2,000 source lumens or lower) unless justified
otherwise through the planning approval process.

Lighting under vehicular canopies shall be designed so as not to create glare off
site. Acceptable methods include one or more of the following:
a.

Recessed fixture incorporating a lens cover
that is either recessed or flush with the
bottom surface of the vehicular canopy; or

b.

Surface mounted fixture incorporating a flat
lens that provides a fully shielded light
distribution.

Lights shall not be mounted on the top or sides (fascia) of the canopy, and the
sides of the canopy shall not be externally illuminated.
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11.6 Lighting Levels
The following standards shall be required of all exterior lighting with the exception of public
street lighting which is exempt.
The quantity of fixtures to be provided shall be based upon the desired level of uniform
illumination as established by the following table and current standards of the IESNA. Fixture
locations should be chosen to minimize glare, trespass and conflicts with the landscaping plan
as stated in Section 11.2(B). If a lighting installation causes offensive light trespass or glare,
the Administrator may require the shielding of fixtures at the time of installation or at any
point thereafter.
The level of illumination shall be based upon the primary activity in each area to be lighted as
outlined below.
A.

Open Parking Facilities
For lighted parking lots, the minimum light level shall be no less than 0.2 FC. All light
levels are measured at ground level. The light level requirements for individual parking
lots vary depending on the activity classification.
The specified minimum FC value above 0.2 FC as outlined in the following table means
that the lowest light level point or location in the parking lot must not exceed the
minimum stated FC value in the table (i.e. 0.9 FC for large shopping centers). An average to
minimum uniformity ratio of 4:1 means that the average FC to minimum FC ratio
cannot be worse (higher) than 4:1. See the following table:
Light Levels for Open Outdoor Parking Facilities*
Activity
1.
Parking, residential, multi-family
 Low to medium activity
2.
Parking, industrial/commercial/
institutional/municipal
 High activity, i.e. large shopping
centers/ fast food facilities, major
athletic/civic cultural events

Maintained
Footcandles

Uniformity
Avg/Min

0.6 FC Min

4:1

0.9 FC Min

4:1



Medium/low activity, i.e. community
shopping, office parks, hospitals,
0.6 FC Min
commuter lots, cultural/civic/
recreational events, residential
neighborhood shopping, industrial
employee parking, schools, churches
* Source: IESNA 8th Edition Lighting Handbook with modifications

4:1

Notes: 1. Illumination levels are horizontal on the task, e.g. at grade or area surface.
2. Uniformity ratios dictate that average illuminance values shall not exceed minimum values by
more than the product of the minimum value and the specified ratio. For example, for
commercial parking medium/low activity, the average footcandles shall not be in excess of 2.8
(0.7 x 4).
3. The Administrator shall be responsible for determining the activity level of a development.
Applicants may appeal this decision to the Land Use Review Board.
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B.

Other Outdoor Areas
Maximum
Illumination Allowed
(Avg. Footcandles
Maintained) *
Service Stations: Approaches/Pump Islands
7/30
Outdoor Display Areas (i.e. Car Lots)
30
Tractor Trailer and Other Outdoor Storage Areas
20
Building Exteriors
3
Public Entrances
5
Employee or Other Entrances
3
Building Surroundings
2
Vital Locations or Structures
5
* Footcandles are for a “typical application” per IESNA 9th Edition Handbook. Adjustments may
be required depending on specific circumstances and would require approval from the Administrator.
Use

11.7 Measurement
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A.

Location: Light level measurements shall be made at the property line of the property
upon which the light to be measured is being generated. If measurement on private
property is not possible or practical, light level measurements may be made at the
boundary of the public street right-of-way that adjoins the property of the complainant
or at any other location on the property of the complainant. Measurements shall be
made at finished grade (ground level), with the sensor in the horizontal position and not
mounted more than six (6) inches above ground level, and with the light-registering
portion of the meter held parallel to the ground and pointing upward.

B.

Light Meter Specifications: Lighting levels are to be measured in FCs with a directreading portable light meter. The meter shall:
1.

have cosine and color correction;

2.

have an accuracy tolerance of no greater than plus or minus five percent (5%);
and

3.

have been calibrated within the last two (2) years.
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Town of Nags Head
Summary Report- Lighting Violations 2016-2020
Year
2016
2016
2016
2016
2016
2016

Type Situation
Flashing Open Light
LED Complaint
Spotlight Complaint
Inadequate Light
Beach Light Complaint
Routine Light Audit

Total
0
0
2
1
0
2

Res
0
0
2
0
0
0

Com
0
0
0
1
0
2

2017
2017
2017
2017
2017
2017

Flashing Open Light
LED Complaint
Spotlight Complaint
Inadequate Light
Beach Light Complaint
Routine Light Audit

4
0
2
1
1
3

0
0
2
0
1
0

4
0
0
1
0
3

2018
2018
2018
2018
2018
2018

Flashing Open Light
LED Complaint
Spotlight Complaint
Inadequate Light
Beach Light Complaint
Routine Light Audit

4
1
1
0
0
2

0
0
1
0
0
0

4
1
0
0
0
2

2019
2019
2019
2019
2019
2019

Flashing Open Sign
LED Complaint
Spotlight Complaint
Inadequate Light
Beach Light Complaint
Routine Light Audit

4
5
2
1
0
2

0
3
2
0
0
0

4
2
0
1
0
2

2020
2020
2020
2020
2020
2020
TOTAL

Flashing Open Sign
LED Complaint
Spotlight Complaint
Inadequate Light
Beach Light Complaint
Routine Light Audit

4
5
1
0
2
6
56

0
4
1
0
1
0
17

4
1
0
0
1
6
39

Existing Town Outdoor Lighting Ordinance with comments from Bob Parks

ARTICLE 10. PERFORMANCE STANDARDS
PART IV. OUTDOOR LIGHTING
SECTION 10.31 PURPOSE AND INTENT.

Click on the comment icon
to view comments.

10.31.1. Outdoor lighting standards are hereby established to provide safe lighting levels at proper
intensities so as to adequately serve their intended uses and not unreasonably interfere with the use
and enjoyment of neighboring properties. These standards are not intended to regulate single-family
and duplex security lighting, provided that such lighting does not create a nuisance to neighboring
properties. Regulations are intended to preserve the visual integrity of the nighttime environment by
reducing glare, discouraging unnecessary illumination, and prohibiting the use of structure highlighting
without decreasing safety, utility, and security. To satisfy this intent, and for the purposes of this
section, interior lighting shall be subject to the regulations of this section, provided that interior lighting
contributes to the excessive illumination of an outdoor area, or is a source of glare that is visible from
the property line or any off-site location. All outdoor lighting shall be erected, altered and maintained in
accordance with the provisions of this section. Streetlights erected in accordance with Section 10.71,
Street Lighting are exempt from this section.
10.31.2. The purpose of this section is to regulate artificial illuminating devices utilized for general
illumination or advertisement. The regulations of this section are designed to provide a uniform
distribution of light that minimizes light trespass and controls glare on and off the property. The
following general and specific standards encourage lighting that favorably contributes to visual
performance, safety, and aesthetics from properly shielded light sources for the following lighting
applications: security, parking lots, recreational facilities, buildings and structures, landscaping, open
canopies, and signs.

SECTION 10.32 INSPECTIONS.
All outdoor light fixtures are subject to inspection at any time by the UDO Administrator to ensure that
the light fixtures are in compliance with this section. When a light fixture fails to comply, the UDO
Administrator shall give written notice to the owner and tenant of the site on which the light fixtures are
located stating that the light fixtures shall be brought into compliance or removed at the owner's
expense. The remedies set out in Section 1.10, Violation of UDO Regulations of this UDO shall also apply
to this section.

SECTION 10.33 PROHIBITED LIGHTING.
Prohibited lighting shall be as follows:
10.33.1. Light fixtures that imitate an official highway or traffic control light or sign.
10.33.2. Light fixtures in the direct line of vision with any traffic control light or sign.
10.33.3. Light fixtures that have a flashing or intermittent pattern of illumination, except as provided
elsewhere in this UDO.
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10.33.4. Privately-owned light fixtures located in the public right-of-way.
10.33.5. Light fixtures that are a source of glare by their design, orientation or intensity.
10.33.6. Searchlights except when used by federal, state, or local authority.
10.33.7. Light fixtures that violate any law of the state relative to outdoor lighting.
10.33.8. General purpose area and sports floodlights except to illuminate building facades and outdoor
recreational uses as provided in subsections 10.37.4.2 and 10.37.5.1.
10.33.9. Illumination of the public beach and estuarine waters from uses that are not water dependent.
10.33.10. Uplighting of windsocks, fountains or flags, except for the United States flag, state flag, official
flag of the Town or permitted flag sign.
10.33.11. Structure highlighting.
10.33.12. Unshielded open vertical light fixtures.
10.33.13. Outdoor miniature lights on strings except from mid-November until mid-January, provided
that such lighting does not create glare or is a nuisance to adjacent properties.

SECTION 10.34 GENERAL PROVISIONS.
10.34.1. Light fixtures shall be located on the site and designed, shielded, or oriented in such a manner
as to minimize light spill across property lines and prevent glare at any location on or off the property.
10.34.2. Except for fixtures which are permitted by this Article to be used for vertical illumination or for
multi-purpose recreation fields, all light fixtures shall be cut-off fixtures as defined in Appendix A –
Definitions.
10.34.3. All wiring to light fixtures not located on a building shall be placed underground.
10.34.4. Principal buildings shall provide security lighting.
10.34.5. Light fixtures and supporting structures shall be designed and constructed to comply with state
building code requirements.
10.34.6. No light fixture, including signs, shall exceed thirty-five (35) feet in height, except as specified in
subsections 10.34.7 or 10.37.5.6. Where existing nonconforming light fixtures exist, including signs,
such light fixtures and sign may be replaced provided there is no increase in the degree of
nonconformity.
10.34.7. All permitted structures that exceed one hundred (150) feet in height shall be lit in compliance
with the FAA regulations as identified in FAA Obstruction Marking and Lighting Advisory Circular AC
70/7460-1K as amended August 8, 2000, or the most recent FAA Advisory Circular on Obstruction
Marking and Lighting, and approved by the Board of Commissioners.
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SECTION 10.35 LIGHTING PLAN REQUIRED.
10.35.1. All proposed development for which site plan approval is required by the Board of
Commissioners, shall require a lighting plan produced by the lighting manufacturer, registered architect,
or engineer and shall be submitted as part of the site plan review process. To enable the Town to
determine that applicable provisions of this section will be satisfied, the lighting plan shall include the
following:
10.35.1.1. A site plan, drawn to a scale of one (1) inch equaling no more than twenty (20) feet,
showing proposed features to be illuminated including, but not limited to: building, landscaping,
signs, parking and loading areas, and location of all proposed exterior light fixtures;
10.35.1.2. Specifications and descriptions for all proposed light fixtures including photometric
data;
10.35.1.3. Proposed mounting height of all exterior light fixtures;
10.35.1.4. Analyses and illuminance level plans in the form of an ISO footcandle or point-bypoint grid diagram drawn to a scale referenced above. The submitted grid plan shall plot
lighting levels at ten-foot intervals or less. The ISO footcandle diagram shall plot footcandles in
increments of one-half footcandle or less. Either plan shall clearly account for lighting levels
produced by all exterior light sources. The outdoor lighting plan shall account for cumulative
lighting levels of combined indoor and outdoor light sources if any wall of the proposed building
meets either subsection 10.35.1.6.1 or 10.35.1.6.2.
10.35.1.5. Drawings of all proposed building elevations showing the location and type of light
fixtures, the portions of the walls to be illuminated, the illuminance levels at the wall surface,
and the aiming points for any floodlight fixture.
10.35.1.6. In addition to the above provisions of this Subsection 10.35.1, an indoor lighting plan
that details the location, specifications, and descriptions of proposed interior light fixtures and
proposed average footcandles of interior customer areas shall be required for approval when
submitted building elevations demonstrate:
10.35.1.6.1. An interior, heated wall surface area is comprised of fifty (50) percent glass
or greater; or
10.35.1.6.2. The location of any glass area or architectural feature creates a potential
for off-site glare.
10.35.2. Any proposed modification or alteration to a previously approved building elevation, site plan,
or lighting plan may be approved administratively by the UDO Administrator, provided that the
proposed change is considered minor.
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SECTION 10.36 GENERAL PERFORMANCE STANDARDS.
All site lighting shall utilize full cutoff fixtures unless specifically excluded by other sections of this
ordinance.
10.36.1. For sites with cutoff fixtures, the maximum maintained horizontal footcandle level at any point
on a common property line of improved residential property shall not exceed 1.5 footcandles.
10.36.2. For existing sites with noncutoff fixtures, the maximum maintained footcandle level at any
point on a common property line of improved residential property shall not exceed 0.4 footcandle.

SECTION 10.37 SPECIFIC LIGHTING APPLICATION STANDARDS.
10.37.1. Parking Lots.
Illumination standards for parking lots are based on anticipated vehicular and pedestrian activity. The
standards are designed to provide the minimum lighting necessary to ensure adequate vision and safety
in parking areas while at the same time minimizing glare.
10.37.1.1. High levels of activity include, but are not limited to, the following uses: fueling
station, convenience store, outdoor recreational uses, attended car wash, financial institution,
grocery store, theater, drive-in restaurant, drive-through restaurant.
10.37.1.2. Medium levels of activity include, but are not limited to, the following uses: retail,
indoor recreational use, retail shopping center, hotel, medical offices, pharmacy, child day care
center, government administrative office, indoor assembly, hospital, and restaurant.
10.37.1.3. Low levels of activity include, but are not limited to, the following uses: professional
office, religious complex, townhouse and multifamily dwellings, school, wholesale, warehouse,
mini-storage (self-storage) complex, furniture store, private club.
10.37.1.4. Parking lot lighting shall meet one of the following standards:
10.37.1.4.1. For cutoff fixtures, the following standards shall apply:
TABLE 10-4: PARKING LOT LIGHTING – CUTOFF FIXTURES
Level of Activity
Maximum Maintained
Minimum Maintained
Footcandles
Footcandles
High
10.0 fc
0.7 fc
Medium
7.0 fc
0.5 fc
Low
3.0 fc
0.2 fc
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10.37.1.4.2. For existing sites with noncutoff fixtures, the following standards shall
apply:
TABLE 10-5: PARKING LOT LIGHTING – NONCUTOFF FIXTURES
Level of Activity
Maximum Maintained
Minimum Maintained
Footcandles
Footcandles
Medium
3.5 fc
0.5 fc
Low
1.5 fc
0.2 fc

10.37.1.4.3. Other uses.
TABLE 10-6: PARKING LOT LIGHTING – OTHER USES
Cutoff Fixtures Required
Maximum Maintained
Minimum Maintained
Footcandles
Footcandles
Sexually Oriented Businesses
10.0 fc
1.5 fc

10.37.2. Canopy Lighting.
Open canopies located over fueling station gas pumps, drive-through banking facilities, and drive-in
restaurants shall comply with the following standards:
10.37.2.1. Only the area directly below canopies may be illuminated such that illumination levels
shall not exceed fifteen (15) maximum maintained footcandles and shall not be less than two (2)
minimum maintained footcandles.
10.37.2.2. Light fixtures shall be mounted only under the canopy and shall be either recessed, or
cutoff fixtures.
10.37.2.3. Light fixtures shall not be located elsewhere on the canopy and the sides of the
canopy shall not be internally or externally illuminated.
10.37.2.4. Parking spaces not located directly beneath the canopy shall be illuminated in
accordance with the requirements for parking areas.
10.37.3. Security Lighting.
Security lighting may be utilized for the protection of people and property by illuminating areas of
building ingress, walkways, and open storage areas. Security lighting may include vertical illumination,
provided that illumination above the doorway, entry or window elevation is minimal. Security lighting
shall not exceed one (1) average maintained footcandle.
10.37.4. Architectural and Interior Lighting.
10.37.4.1. Light fixtures mounted on the walls and soffits shall be recessed, fully shielded or
directed to the wall surface.
10.37.4.2. Floodlights may be utilized to up-light opaque wall surfaces from the ground,
provided that the light fixture is located a horizontal distance no greater than fifteen (15) feet
from the wall, shall not be mounted greater than thirty (30) inches in height, and illumination
levels measured at the vertical plane shall not be exceeded.
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10.37.4.3. Floodlights located on a canopy roof surface may be utilized to uplight attached,
opaque parapet wall surface and canopy roof lying between the light and the parapet wall
surface, provided the roof mounted floodlights are located a horizontal distance no greater than
fifteen (15) feet from the parapet wall, shall not be greater than fifteen (15) inches above the
canopy roof surface, and illumination levels at the vertical plane shall not be exceeded.
10.37.4.4. The maximum vertical illumination level of an entrance facade or parapet wall shall
not exceed five (5) average maintained footcandles. The maximum illumination level shall not
exceed one (1) average maintained footcandle for other wall surfaces.
10.37.4.5. Supported, roofed walkways and porches may be illuminated up to twelve (12)
average maintained footcandles.
10.37.4.6. When a single interior, heated wall surface area of a building is fifty (50) percent glass
or greater, or interior light fixtures are visible from the property line or off-site location, the
following requirements shall apply:
10.37.4.6.1. Interior light fixtures shall be fully shielded or shielded to any cutoff angle
required to prevent line of sight contact with the light source, lens or opening.
10.37.4.6.2. Average interior illumination level shall be the minimum average IESNA
recommended level of illumination for that particular use.
10.37.5. Lighting of Outdoor Recreational Facilities.
10.37.5.1. General purpose area and sports lighting floodlight fixtures may be utilized, provided
that all such light fixtures shall be directed or shielded such that the light measured at the
property line does not exceed the following:
10.37.5.1.1. Horizontal illumination shall not exceed 0.1 initial footcandles for
residential properties.
10.37.5.1.2. Vertical illumination shall not exceed 0.6 initial footcandles for residential
properties.
10.37.5.1.3. Candela value shall not exceed 9,000 at between 82 degrees and 86
degrees above nadir.
10.37.5.2. Areas intended solely for pedestrian circulation, such as walkways connecting
accessory buildings and viewing stands, shall be provided with security level illumination.
10.37.5.3. Light fixtures for the recreational use shall be turned off no later than 11:30 p.m. at
private facilities unless otherwise specified. Light fixtures for multipurpose recreation fields
shall be turned off no later than 9:00 p.m. at municipally owned recreation facilities. Only
security level lighting shall be utilized to facilitate cleanup and nighttime maintenance.
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10.37.5.4. A single flashing navigational light may be used in conjunction with an approved boat
rental establishment subject to the following provisions:
10.37.5.4.1. The boat rental establishment shall provide documentation to the UDO
Administrator that the light fixture and its location have been approved by the
Commander, Fifth Coast Guard District, Portsmouth, Virginia.
10.37.5.4.2. The light shall be used only when the business is open and between the
hours of sunrise to one-half hour after sunset.
10.37.5.4.3. The light source shall not be visible from adjacent properties and rights-ofway.
10.37.5.4.4. Navigational lights shall not be used in conjunction with any permitted sign.
10.37.5.5. The following illumination levels shall not be exceeded:
TABLE 10-7: OUTDOOR RECREATIONAL FACILITIES – ILLUMINATION LEVELS
Recreational Use
Average Maintained Footcandles
Bumper boats
5
Go-car track
10
Miniature golf
10
Outdoor sport climbing wall
10
Tennis/handball
15
Municipally owned recreation facilities
Minimum IES recommendation

10.37.5.6. Light fixtures for illumination of the recreational use at municipally owned recreation
facilities shall not exceed seventy (70) feet in height.
10.37.5.7. Outdoor amusement rides below thirty-five (35) feet in height shall be exempt from
the lighting ordinance. These exemptions shall apply between the hours of 9:00 a.m. and 11:30
p.m. and between the dates of May 15 and September 15.
10.37.5.8. Three (3) rides over 35' in height per site shall be exempt from the lighting ordinance.
The exemptions of paragraphs 10.37.5.7 and 10.37.5.8 shall apply between the hours of 9:00 am
and 11:30 pm and between the dates of May 15 and September 15.
10.37.6. Illuminated Signs.
10.37.6.1. Internally illuminated wall or freestanding signs that utilize fluorescent tubes as a
light source shall be designed and constructed such that tubes are spaced at least twelve (12)
inches on center, and mounted at least 3.5 inches from the translucent sign surface.
10.37.6.2. Spotlights or floodlights may be utilized to externally illuminate wall and freestanding
signs, provided that the light fixtures are designed, located, aimed, and shielded so that light is
directed only onto the sign area. Light fixtures shall not be aimed toward adjacent streets, or
properties. Floodlights designed to illuminate signs from the ground shall not be mounted at a
height greater than thirty (30) inches, or located a horizontal distance greater than threeNags Head UDO
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quarters the height of the sign or fifteen (15) feet, whichever is less. The average level of
illumination shall not exceed ten (10) average maintained footcandles.

SECTION 10.38 MEASUREMENTS.
10.38.1. Lighting levels shall be measured in footcandles with a direct-reading, portable light meter. The
meter shall have a color and cosine-corrected sensor with multiple scales and shall read within an
accuracy of plus or minus seven (7) percent. It shall have been tested, calibrated, and certified by an
independent commercial photometric laboratory or the manufacturer within one (1) year of the date of
its use.
10.38.2. Unless otherwise specified, the meter sensor shall be mounted not more than six (6) inches
above ground level in a horizontal position to measure horizontal illumination. Vertical illumination
shall be measured at a height of five (5) feet with the meter sensor mounted not more than six (6)
inches from the wall surface and the meter sensor in the vertical position. Readings shall be taken only
after the cell has been exposed long enough to provide a constant reading.
10.38.3. Measurements of newly installed high intensity discharge light fixtures shall account for the
light loss factor figured into the calculation of a point-by-point printout. A light loss factor of 0.75 is
normal for metal halide and 0.80 is normal for high-pressure sodium when adjusting for lamp lumen
depreciation and luminaire dirt depreciation as the system ages. As an example, a calculation with a
light loss factor of 0.7 would suggest a meter reading of one initial footcandle for a printout calculation
of 0.7 maintained footcandles.

SECTION 10.39-10.40 RESERVED.
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